2019 Review

Well 2019 was a truly wonderful year for FENIX and it’s loyal
and greatly appreciated, supporters. The VISION became
REALITY on just about every front.

We end the year with our goals being
accomplished across the board!!!
Sometimes our supporters have been understandably impatient. After all, it’s taken a
while. BUT NOT ONLY is it NOW ALL BEING ACCOMPLISHED but also arguably we are
the FIRST TO DO SO in so very many areas. Read below and SHARE OUR JOY!

Funding
At a time that fundraising for blockchain projects is challenging, thankfully our investors,
big and small, discerned we had something exceptional and indeed unique, as an offering.
That didn’t make fundraising always easy but with effort it allowed it to be VERY SUCCESSFUL
resulting in the below ALL BEING POSSIBLE!!!

CIBN
In the past week, we consummated this
COMPLETELY REMARKABLE partnership with
a signing ceremony at CIBN headquarters
in Beijing- followed by a celebration
dinner organized by CIBN.

CIBN fully shares our excitement about the
potential of our partnership and indeed
wishes to further consolidate our closeness
(WATCH THIS SPACE!)
Among other things, our partnership with
CIBN will involve:

1. Having a FENIX-branded TV channel
2. CIBN assisting in optimizing the our APP for the Chinese market, providing both the technical “backend” for our APP and assisting in its national distribution
3. CIBN funding approved co-branded music events with FENIX around the world which feature
Chinese musical acts. More specifically, CIBN wishes to be involved in FENIX’s BELT and ROAD
INITIATIVE activities and CIBN will organize with FENIX a co-branded WORLD TOUR or Chinese
music, culture and porcelain.
4. CIBN licensing FENIX’s international content
5. CIBN providing us a Chinese music catalogue.
6. CIBN utilizing its media outlets for press which has already begun.

So who is CIBN and why are we so excited?
CIBN is a state-owned broadcaster in China. It is the recipient of the 4th 5G license in
China- all other 3 going to China’s 3 massive phone companies. So it’s the only
non-telco to receive a 5G license.
It’s parent CBN provides the broadband backbone/infrastructure for the spectrum of
Chinese broadcasting.
CIBN is also the first domestic vertical music performing arts distribution service platform
in China. It has the functions of live video, on-demand, simulcast, and new video media
such as special zones.
We are PROBABLY UNIQUE in the start-up world and ALMOST CERTAINLY in the
blockchain world, in launching with a government owned enterprise.- let alone a
PIVOTAL BROADCASTER IN CHINA

Exchange Listing
In the past couple of months, there’s been an understandable and severe crackdown on
crypto exchanges in China consistent with the Chinese government’s stated policy which is
appropriately designed to protect investors. Without naming names here, not coincidentally,
the fastest growing exchanges received plenty of government attention. While these exchange
are incorporated outside China and have stopped taking Chinese projects to list, we must
nevertheless be fully respectful of the government’s stance- especially because we are
partners with a state-owned enterprise.
Rather we have VERY RAPIDLY with great focus put alternative plans in place. Specifically,
we expect that we will deliver :
1. An announcement right here within 10 days, specifying a PRECISE DATE OF LISTING
on a high profile exchange
2. A LISTING occurring shortly thereafter in January 2020
ALSO, this announcement will be followed by the announcement in RAPID SUCCESSION of
further PROMINENT EXCHANGES.
We have a listing that is UNIQUE in the blockchain world and it is very important that we take all
requisite steps to provide the highest chance of that uniqueness being adequately conveyed.
Among other things:
A. We are not aware of ANY OTHER blockchain project that has launched a GLOBAL APP- though
we are ready to stand corrected
B. Because we truly have a UTILITY TOKEN, we expect our FENIX COIN holder population will
grown with the addition of every band, and perhaps dramatically with the addition of each country.
And as long as FENIX has traction, this population will inevitably continue growing.
This is very different to a speculative coin situation, where there is no driving reason for the
population to grow and while it might grow, it might also remain static or reduce.

C. As stated above, but worthy of repetition, we are PROBABLY UNIQUE in the start-up world
and almost certainly in the blockchain world in launching with a government owned enterprise.
D. And of course, our list of uniqueness would not be complete without mention of arguably
our greatest achievement- the development of the highly compelling and unique FENIX business
model that stands to revolutionize the music industry, radically improve the income of artists, provide
them with highly useful and unique tools and provide fans with access to artists, artists offerings and
an APP experience unlike they’ve ever experienced before.

Fenix App
Our Fenix APP is ALREADY in both the Google and Apple stores GLOBALLY OUTSIDE CHINA
and is functioning EXCELLENTLY.

We have successfully fixed the remaining 28 bugs :) although as we all know, unanticipated
scenarios might produced unanticipated bugs in the future and we will be playing close
attention to fixing those pronto.
BAO PO the Chinese version of the APP will launch after CIBN input to finesse it and optimize
its potential for the Chinese market. We will be working IMMEDIATELY to accomplish
this with haste.

Bands
Given the forgoing accomplishment, we are beginning EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY a WIDE
RANGE of programs to incorporate large numbers of bands. Standby.
It’s FINALLY HAPPENING!!!

JOIN THE CHANGE

www.fenix.cash | www.fenix.band

